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The electric fields used in atom probe tomography (APT) generate stresses normal to the specimen
surface proportional to the electric field squared [1]. For example, typical APT evaporation fields of
30-60 V/nm result in stresses of the order 1 tonne/mm2 [2]. As such, specimen fracture has long been a
serious problem for APT [3-6].
Figure 1 schematically illustrates several methods to improve APT specimen yield through decreasing
stress by decreasing the evaporation field required during data collection: 1) decrease ion detection rate,
2) increase specimen base temperature, 3) use laser rather than voltage pulsing, and 4) increase laser
pulse energy. The current work explores the use of thin coatings to modify the thermal and/or optical
properties of 302 stainless steel, SiN, or a Si/SiO2/Si/Ni test structure (Fig. 2) in order to improve yield
[7]. The APT data collection parameters were nominally: specimen temperature 30 K, laser pulse energy
30 pJ at 625 kHz, and a detection rate of one ion every 333-1000 pulses.
While method four above can have a positive effect on yield, extreme increases in laser energy are often
limited in materials with poor thermal diffusivity due to a degradation in data quality (e.g., long
“thermal tails” in the mass spectrum, non-uniform detector hit-maps, etc.) [8,9]. In order to investigate
the effects of non-uniform detector hit-maps in a poor thermal diffusivity material, the data quality of
302SS was investigated at various laser energies. Median filtered detector density hit-maps at increasing
energies from 10 to 200 pJ per pulse are shown in Fig. 3a, which suggests an increasing trend in
azimuthal asymmetry (note laser incidence is lower left). Fig. 3b presents the mass resolving power
(MRP) at hundredth maximum, XY signal correlation from Fig. 3a (a value of zero means no
correlation; a value > 0 means correlation exists along y = x direction), and spectral background as a
function of laser energy. Generalized limits of low background and good (low) uniformity suggest a
maximum laser energy of ~75 pJ. SiN also has poor thermal diffusivity and shows substantially
degraded MRP with increasing laser energy, shown in Fig. 4 for different specimen base temperatures.
In both of these materials, higher energies may improve yield; however, data quality may be
unacceptably degraded. In such cases, data collection may benefit by applying a coating of material to
the specimen following sharpening (note single data point in Fig 4) [7]. In order to investigate this
effect, we have developed the test structure shown in Fig. 2a, on which the effects of yield improvement
method (1) above are shown very clearly in Fig. 5. Efforts to improve the yield in this test structure will
be discussed in this presentation.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of evaporation field as a function of temperature.
Fig. 2. Oxide layer test structure used to measure yield. (a) Schematic and (b) SEM image of tip.
Fig. 3. (a) Detector density hit-maps for laser energies of 10, 30, 75, and 200 pJ , and (b) variation in
FW0.01M mass resolving power, background, and hit-map XY correlation with laser energy.
Fig. 4. SiN mass resolution with laser energy for several different specimen base temperatures.
Fig. 5. Yield probability to analyze through entire structure in Fig 2a as a function of detection rate.
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